CHAPTER - II

STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYMENT

Agriculture labour is one of the important sections of rural work force in India. It has been empirically found in selected areas of rural Punjab that a considerable part of this section has left its old occupation and adopted non-agricultural occupations. In this chapter, an effort has been put to know the structure of employment of withdrawn agricultural labour and examine deeply the occupations adopted by them alongwith their limitations for not being able to join some higher earning jobs/occupations, etc. To achieve this goal the chapter has been divided into two sections. Section-I examines the structure of employment of WALHs and section-II throws light on their structure of employment at places located nearby and away from city.

SECTION - I

Structure of employment of withdrawn agricultural labour is as under:

2.1 Structure of Employment of WALHs

To describe the structure of employment of WALHs in selected districts, the various occupations adopted by them were divided into five major categories, though some of them may overlap. ‘Industrial sector’ was the category that comprised of workers engaged in large or small industrial units such as Thermal Plants, Sports Goods Industry, National Fertilizers Limited, biscuit making factories and relatively some medium or small units like, kilns, rice shellers, godowns, etc. The occupations that were started by labourers as their own small production units/independent jobs (like tiny flour mills, oil mills, cycle/scooter workshops, etc.) with financial help taken from formal
and/or informal sources of credit were categorised as ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’. The next category was of ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ consisted of various occupations such as masons (small-contractors), vendors, rickshaw pullers, hand pump installers, running Public Call Offices (PCOs), photo studios’ owners, and well diggers, etc. The WALHs used their past savings in both the cases. Next comes ‘service category’, which included all services of Government/semi Government sector. The withdrawn workers who did not adopt any of the occupations described above and worked as masons, helpers (labourers) to mason, drivers of hired taxies, helpers in shops, in small repairing units, etc. were kept in ‘others’ category.

2.1.1 Structure of Employment of Sampled WALHs in Bathinda District

Data in Table & Chart-2.1 portray the structure of employment of WALHs who withdrew from selected villages of various sub-divisions of Bathinda and Jalandhar districts. In Bathinda sub-division, the proportion of withdrawn households in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ was found to be 38.88 per cent, which emerged as the highest among all categories. The share of ‘industrial sector’ and ‘others’ came to be equally important, i.e., 22.22 per cent in each category. The proportion of agricultural labour that joined ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ turned out to be 11.11 per cent, whereas, it remained just 5.55 per cent in ‘Government/semi Government service’ category.

The reason of the highest share of WALHs in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ was attributable to nearby location of the selected village to the market area of Bhucho Mandi,
Table 2.1: Structure of Employment of WALHs in the Sampled Districts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Employment</th>
<th>Sub-divisions of Bathinda District</th>
<th>Bathinda District</th>
<th>Sub-divisions of Jalandhar District</th>
<th>Jalandhar District</th>
<th>Total (Bathinda+Jalandhar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bathinda</td>
<td>Talwandi Sabo</td>
<td>Rampura Phul</td>
<td>Jalandhar-II</td>
<td>Nakodar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govt/semi Govt Service</td>
<td>1 (5.55)</td>
<td>2 (8.00)</td>
<td>1 (3.03)</td>
<td>4 (5.26)</td>
<td>5 (16.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Sector</td>
<td>4 (22.22)</td>
<td>4 (16.00)</td>
<td>7 (21.21)</td>
<td>15 (19.73)</td>
<td>8 (25.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Occupations</td>
<td>2 (11.11)</td>
<td>3 (12.00)</td>
<td>2 (6.06)</td>
<td>7 (9.20)</td>
<td>6 (19.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Started Taking Financial Help</td>
<td>7 (38.88)</td>
<td>13 (52.00)</td>
<td>7 (21.21)</td>
<td>27 (35.52)</td>
<td>9 (29.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Occupations</td>
<td>4 (22.22)</td>
<td>3 (12.00)</td>
<td>16 (48.48)</td>
<td>23 (30.26)</td>
<td>3 (9.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Started Without Financial Help</td>
<td>76 (100.00)</td>
<td>31 (100.00)</td>
<td>36 (100.00)</td>
<td>18 (100.00)</td>
<td>76 (100.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Indicate workers as helpers (labourers) to mason, drivers on hired taxies, helpers in shops, in small repairing units, etc.
Note- Figures in the parentheses refer to percentages.
Source- Primary Survey
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[Bar chart showing the structure of employment of WALHs in the sampled districts with details in the caption below]
which offered more employment opportunities in this category. Moreover, with the passage of time, they got work experience and subsequently improved their skills either informally from others and/or by the trial and error method in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’.

The setting up of Guru Gobind Singh Thermal Plant, Lehra Mohabbat was one of the reasons of employment in the categories ‘industrial sector’ and ‘others’. In Bathinda sub-division, there was not even a single sampled worker who was professionally qualified. Moreover, inadequate generation of employment opportunities by Government caused lesser proportion of employment in ‘Government/semi Government service’ category.

In Talwandi Sabo sub-division, the data given in Table & Chart-2.1 reveal that ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ emerged as the category offering highest employment with a share of 52.00 per cent. When workers changed their old occupation and shifted to non-agricultural occupations such as masonry, painting (colouring of walls, etc.) and well digging, etc., in the beginning, they assisted the skilled labourers but afterwards they became skilled and their income also got hiked by virtue of gaining experience alongwith them. The sampled households who opted for ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ were benefited by nearby location of two markets, i.e., Rama Mandi and Sangat Mandi offering more employment opportunities in this category. The agricultural labour that adopted ‘industrial sector’ category got employment in kilns; their percentage share came to be 16.00 per cent. The reason behind this was employment of most of the family members at one and the same place and also the kilns were
situated nearby their native village, moreover, no formal education was required for this occupation as 56.00 per cent (Table & Chart-5.4) sampled labour households were found to be illiterate from this sub-division. 'Independent occupations started taking financial help’ category involved 12.00 per cent of total withdrawn households. Most of them used their own plots of land to start new occupations and sought financial help either from formal or from informal sources of credit as described by our sampled households. The other category of employment, i.e., ‘others’ accounted for 12.00 per cent and only 8.00 per cent labourers got chance to get employed in ‘Government/semi Government service’ category. Location of the village nearby market area fetched out labourers in the category ‘others’. The reason behind lesser proportion of total withdrawn workers in ‘Government/semi Government service’ was their illiteracy and additionally, not even a single person of the total sampled literate labourers were found to be professionally qualified.

Regarding the structure of employment of WALHs in Rampura Phul sub-division, the data indicate that the category of employment consisted of various occupations such as helping masons, driving hired taxies and working as repairers in workshops, etc., i.e. ‘others’, emerged as the biggest category of employment with a share of 48.48 per cent. ‘Industrial sector’ (Kilns and rice shellers) and ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ were found providing employment equally good, i.e., 21.21 per cent in each case. The workers who were engaged in ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ got a share equal to 6.06 per cent and that of ‘Government/semi Government service’ provided employment only to 3.03 per cent of the total withdrawn labour households.
A long distance of 50 kms of the selected village under this sub-division from major city and the district head quarter, i.e., Bathinda was the reason as to why WALHs did not get more opportunities of employment in ‘industrial sector’ as substantial number of industrial units were concentrated in or around urban periphery. The same reason was also true in case of ‘independent occupations started without financial help’. The low proportion of withdrawn agricultural labourers engaging in ‘Government/semi Government service’ was the undesirable outcome of households being illiterate and their share accounted for 60.60 per cent (Table & Chart-5.4) in this sub-division. Most of the sampled households being financially weak were not found in mentionable numbers in the category of ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’. Formal education and finance were not a prime requisite to start new occupations in ‘others’ category of employment that is why more labourers were noticed in this category.

2.1.2 Comparison Among Sub-divisions of Bathinda District

The data in Table & Chart-2.1 show that regarding involvement in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’, the Bathinda and Talwandi Sabo sub-divisions depicted the highest degree of engagement of withdrawn workers, whereas, in Rampura Phul sub-division, the category of employment ‘others’ was found to be absorbing maximum number of labourers. The main reason behind this difference among the sub-divisions was their distance from major city, i.e., Bathinda (district head quarter) and nearby market areas alongwith different levels of literacy ratio (Bathinda: 61.22, Talwandi Sabo: 44.00 and Rampura Phul: 39.40 per cent, Table & Chart-5.4). Bathinda (18 Kms away from district H.Q.) and Talwandi Sabo (30 Kms away from district H.Q.) sub-divisions having located nearby
district head quarter had gained the benefit of having comparatively nearby location and higher literacy rate than Rampura Phul sub-
division (50 Kms away from district H.Q.).

As regards to the category ‘industrial sector’, there was no difference in quantitative terms between Bathinda and Talwandi Sabo sub-divisions as both provided employment to withdrawn households in the same ratio, but the withdrawn households of Bathinda sub-
division were found to be employed in Guru Gobind Singh Thermal Plant, Lehra Mohabbat and were paid higher as compared to the households engaged in kilns and rice shellers belonging to Talwandi Sabo sub-division. Sampled households in Bathinda and Talwandi Sabo sub-divisions were more advanced in educational awareness and to some extent financially better placed than that of Rampura Phul sub-
division, because of this the employment share of WALHs in ‘Government/semi Government service’ and ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ was higher in Bathinda and Talwandi Sabo sub-divisions but abysmally lower in Rampura Phul sub-
division.

The data also highlight that in whole of the Bathinda district, the major categories of employment were ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ and ‘others’ which absorbed most of the withdrawn agricultural labour. Since the percentage share of ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ remained 35.52 per cent and that of ‘others’ constituted 30.26 per cent. The percentage share of ‘industrial sector’ accounted for 19.73 per cent and relatively lower proportion of withdrawn workers was soaked up by ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ and ‘Government/semi Government service’ category, the share of which
came to be 9.20 per cent and 5.26 per cent, respectively.

The weaker financial status, lack of entrepreneurial skills, illiteracy/lowlow education level of withdrawn workers and concentration of major industry in or around the city of Bathinda were mainly the reasons of lower proportion of WALHs being found in ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’, ‘Government/semi Government service’ and ‘industrial sector’, respectively. The basic reason of choosing of categories ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ and ‘others’ occupations remained the minimal requirement of good financial status and education to start work in these occupations as 53.94 per cent (Table & Chart-5.4) of the total sampled WALHs from this district were found to be illiterate and even out of literates not a single labourer was professionally qualified for any field.

2.1.3 Structure of Employment of Sampled WALHs in Jalandhar District

Table & Chart-2.1 also highlight the structure of employment of sampled WALHs in Jalandhar district. The data reveal that in Jalandhar-II sub-division, ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ came out with the highest share of 29.03 per cent followed by ‘industrial sector’ with slightly lower share, which turned up to be 25.80 per cent. The reason behind higher absorbability of WALHs in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ and industrial sector’ categories of employment was attributable to the location of sampled village of this sub-division nearby Kartarpur and Jalandhar cities. They were benefited by the way of having more employment opportunities in the city (district head quarter) itself. Besides, the concentrated industrial area on the Kartarpur to
Jalandhar grand trunk (G.T.) road also helped in the same way, where withdrawn workers were found to be working in biscuit making units, while some of them reported working in units of sports goods industry in the city Jalandhar.

The sampled withdrawn workers who were in a position to seek financial support from formal and/or informal sources of credit joined the category of ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ as their percentage came to be 19.35 per cent. The percentage share of withdrawn workers who resorted to ‘Government/semi Government service’ category turned out to be 16.12 per cent followed by ‘others’ category whose share found to be 9.67 per cent.

Regarding structure of employment in Nakodar sub-division, the data specify that the category of employment ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ obtained higher share of providing employment to withdrawn workers with 38.88 per cent followed by the category ‘others’, which came to be 27.77 per cent. The sampled households of this sub-division who were either illiterate (22.22 per cent, Table & Chart-5.4) or obtained just primary education were found to be in ‘others’ category of employment, as neither education nor any specific skill of work was primarily required to start an occupation in this category. The share of ‘Government/semi Government service’ came to be 22.22 per cent. The withdrawn labour households turned out to be 5.55 per cent each in ‘industrial sector’ as well as ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’. The reason of withdrawn workers joining ‘Government/semi Government service’ category was due to higher proportion of Scheduled Castes (SCs) (94.44 per cent, Table & Chart-5.2) among them. In addition, some of them had professional degrees and/or diplomas. ‘Inadequacy
of assets’ was the main reason of low adoption of ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ by withdrawn labour households. Longer distance of 38 kms from industrial hub (Nakodar) and village being located on link road were found to be noted reasons for lesser proportion of withdrawn workers in ‘industrial sector’. 

Pertaining to structure of employment in Phillaur sub-division, the data in Table & Chart-2.1 expose that ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ came to be the highest category of employment with 28.94 per cent followed by ‘industrial sector’ and ‘others’ categories of employment engaging withdrawn workers equal to 26.31 per cent each. Bilga being a large enough sampled village of Phillaur sub-division, having well spread market, due to which the labourers not only got employment opportunities in non-agriculture sector, but also most of them got job opportunities without having to dislocate elsewhere, became the main reason why withdrawn labourers adopted ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ in this sub-division, as expressed by our sampled respondents. Many workers who were literate and younger as compared to others got opportunities of employment in manufacturing units, i.e., in cotton processing, furniture manufacturing units and knitting, etc. While some of them migrated alone to their working place (Ludhiana). Category ‘others’ included most of the workers who were found to be working as helpers to mason, driving hired three wheelers and pulling rickshaws, etc. The share of ‘Government/semi Government service’ category remained 11.84 per cent of the total sampled withdrawn workers. This share came to be higher because persons with professional qualification in this sub-division were 6.57 per cent (Table & Chart-5.4). Moreover, the proportion of SCs was also higher
at 94.73 per cent (Table & Chart-5.2). The share of ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ was noted just 6.57 per cent due to weak financial status of labour households alongwith lack of entrepreneurial skills.

Related to the structure of employment of WALHs in Jalandhar-I sub-division, the data in Table & Chart-2.1 indicate that the benefit of this area was due to its location nearby Rama Mandi adjoining Jalandhar because of which WALHs not only got employment opportunities in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ (30.55 per cent) but also in ‘industrial sector’ (25.00 per cent). Those households who joined ‘industry’ were noted to be working in sports goods industry, pipe-making units of production, etc. either in Jalandhar or in outskirts of the city. Moreover, the literacy ratio of sampled WALHs of this sub-division was 77.78 per cent, which not only contributed towards placing labourers in the above said occupations but also in ‘Government/semi Government service’ category (22.22 per cent). Only 5.55 per cent of the total sampled households resorted to ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ because of their meagre assets.

In Shahkot sub-division, the data in Table & Chart-2.1 indicate that ‘industrial sector’ emerged as having the highest share, which came to be 40.00 per cent. Although there was no big industrial set up near the area selected for study under this sub-division but withdrawn households were noted working relatively in low paid jobs as in kilns and rice shellers basically because they were located nearby the sampled village. The second category of employment absorbing WALHs was of ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ with 33.33 per cent followed by the category ‘others’
having a share of 13.33 per cent. Workers in both of the categories were found working in their native as well as in nearby villages. Most of them were found to be working as masons, helpers to masons, vendors and driving three wheelers/vans connected with some private schools, etc. The categories of ‘Government/semi Government service’ and ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ turned out to be equally important as the ratio of each was observed to be 6.66 per cent. The low ratio of employment in both of these categories was due to low education level and lesser assets availability with WALHs. Because of this, most of the sampled labourers adopted other categories of occupations.

2.1.4 Comparison Among Sub-divisions of Jalandhar District

It is clear from the data shown in Table & Chart-2.1 that all of the sub-divisions of Jalandhar district, except Shahkot, absorbed more labour in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’, whereas, in Shahkot, small/medium units in ‘industrial sector’ emerged as providing employment to large proportion of total sampled WALHs. ‘Industrial sector’ emerged as a second major category of absorbing employees almost in all the sub-divisions except Nakodar. While in Nakodar sub-division, second comes the category of employment ‘others’ followed by ‘Government/semi Government service’ category to provide employment to withdrawn workers. After the major categories of employment such as ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ and ‘industrial sector’, the ‘Government/semi Government service’ followed by ‘others’ played major role in Jalandhar-I and Jalandhar-II sub-divisions. It was only Jalandhar-II sub-division, which showed good results in the category ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ (19.35 per
cent), while in case of other sub-divisions it remained even below 7.00 per cent in providing employment opportunities.

Related to structure of employment of WALHs on the whole in Jalandhar District, the data in Table & Chart-2.1 highlight that the major category of employment was ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ with 30.68 per cent followed by ‘industrial sector’ the share of which came to be 25.00 per cent. While ‘others’ became the third major category offering employment opportunities to 20.45 per cent of the total sampled withdrawn labourers. Then it was ‘Government/semi Government service’ category, the share of which accounted for 15.34 per cent followed by ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ with 8.50 per cent. Some sampled villages in this district were located nearby the industrially rich areas, which increased employment in ‘industrial sector’. Although the ratio of literate sampled withdrawn workers remained 71.02 per cent (Table & Chart-5.4) in this district. Out of them, who were professionally qualified made remarkable contribution towards ‘Government/semi Government service’ category; their proportion came to be 4.54 per cent (Table 5.4) in this district. Additionally, a higher proportion of reserved categories’ population also helped this trend. Weak economic status and/or inadequacy of assets among most of the sampled households remained the reason for their lower proportion in the category of ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’.

2.1.5 Overall Structure of Employment of Sampled WALHs

The data in Table & Chart-2.1 specify that in both the districts taken together, the major proportion of sampled WALHs came to be 32.14 per cent in the category of ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ followed by two categories ‘industrial sector’
and ‘others’ with 23.41 per cent in each case. The ‘Government/semi
Government service’ category involved 12.30 per cent and
‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ turned out to
be just 8.73 per cent.

2.1.6 Comparison Between Bathinda and Jalandhar Districts
Regarding Structure of Employment

Regarding the category of employment ‘independent occupations
started without financial help’, a higher proportion of workers were
found in Bathinda district (35.52 per cent) as compared to Jalandhar
district (30.68 per cent) followed by ‘others’ (30.26 per cent in
Bathinda and 20.45 per cent in Jalandhar district) category of
employment. Although, in both the districts, these two categories
emerged as major categories soaking up more labour households than
the remaining other categories. The tilt of most of the withdrawn
households towards these two categories of employment in both the
districts indicates the increasing casualisation of labour employment
after shifting to non-agriculture occupations as their main
occupations, where either they found high paid work or sometimes
the same wage rate. Even sometimes, they worked at lower wages than
that of in agriculture. The labour when left the agricultural sector did
not get adequate jobs in ‘industrial sector’ (19.73 per cent) because of
lack of new set up of any industrial units in sampled rural sector of
Bathinda district. Some industrial units were concentrated nearby or
in the premises of Bathinda city itself. Moreover, most of the
industrial workers were found working in kilns in this district. One
fourth of the total sampled households were found in ‘industrial
sector’ in Jalandhar district as this district has more industrial set-up
than Bathinda district. Altogether, industrial units remained
inadequate to absorb the surplus labour. Therefore, it can be said that there was scarcity of cottage and small scale industry in both the districts. A small proportion of withdrawn workers (8.73 per cent) of the total either who were having some pieces of land or other assets and alongwith some entrepreneurial skills, only were able to adopt ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ in both the districts. On the whole, only 5.15 per cent (Table & Chart-4.6) of the total WALHs got financial assistance from formal sources of credit (scheduled commercial banks and cooperative societies) while rest of them (17.06) depended upon informal sources of credit (money lenders, relatives, friends, landlords, traders, etc.) to start new occupations in ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’. A little bit more than one tenth part of the total sampled households who got employment opportunities in ‘Government/semi Government service’ category show that there was lack of job opportunities in this sector. Moreover, 36.50 per cent (Table & Chart-5.4) of the total sampled withdrawn workers were illiterate, due to which they could not get better wage earning jobs.

SECTION - II

2.2 Structure of Employment at Places Located Nearby and Away From City

Analysis of data in Table & Chart-2.2 depicts that relatively a large majority of WALHs from places nearby Bathinda city were found involved in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ as their proportion was found to be 38.88 per cent, while that of ‘industrial sector’ and ‘others’ categories of employment came to be equally important with 22.22 per cent in each case and for ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ and
Table: 2.2: Structure of Employment at Places Located Nearby and Away from City

(\text{Number})

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category of Employment</th>
<th>Bathinda District</th>
<th>Jalandhar District</th>
<th>Total (Bathinda+Jalandhar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nearby Bathinda</td>
<td>Away from Bathinda</td>
<td>Nearby Jalandhar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govt/semi Govt Service</td>
<td>1 (5.55)</td>
<td>2 (6.45)</td>
<td>7 (20.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Sector</td>
<td>4 (22.22)</td>
<td>6 (19.35)</td>
<td>9 (25.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Occupations Started</td>
<td>2 (11.11)</td>
<td>3 (9.67)</td>
<td>4 (11.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking Financial Help</td>
<td>7 (38.88)</td>
<td>10 (32.25)</td>
<td>10 (28.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Occupations Started</td>
<td>4 (22.22)</td>
<td>10 (32.25)</td>
<td>5 (14.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Financial Help</td>
<td>31 (100.00)</td>
<td>35 (100.00)</td>
<td>36 (100.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18 (100.00)</td>
<td>31 (100.00)</td>
<td>35 (100.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Indicate workers as helpers (labourers) to mason, drivers on hired taxies, helpers in shops, in small repairing units, etc.

Note-The average of all sample households in nearby and far off villages has been taken separately to represent the structure of employment in their respective locations & Figures in the parentheses refer to percentages.

Source-Primary survey
Government/semi Government service’ resorted to 11.11 per cent and 5.55 per cent, respectively. On the other hand, out of the total WALHs that were residing away from the places located away from Bathinda city found to be equally involved in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ and ‘others’ categories of employment as their percentage came to be 32.25 per cent in each case. The labour households who joined ‘industrial sector’ category of employment turned out to be 19.35 per cent while for ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ and ‘Government/semi Government services’, it was found to be 9.67 per cent and 6.45 per cent, respectively.

Further, the data highlight that the withdrawn labour households that belonged to places located nearby city, most of them were found to be predominantly involved in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’. On the other side, the withdrawn workers that belonged to places far off from city, most of them were found to be engaged in a higher proportion in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ (32.25 per cent) and ‘others’ (32.25 per cent) categories of employment. In the case of away located places, the adoption of these categories of employment increased because of two nearby market places, i.e., Sangat Mandi and Rama Mandi, though these places were far off from Bathinda city but they served in creating the demand for occupations taken under the mentioned categories (as masons, painters, drivers and labourers to masons, etc.). Related to the engagement of labour households in ‘industrial sector’, a higher proportion of them were found working at places nearby the city as compared to the places located away from the city. It was because of concentration of major industry mainly in
or nearby Bathinda city. Regarding the employment in ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ and ‘Government/semi Government service’, there weren’t any major differences between the places located nearby and away from the city in Bathinda district. The weak economic status of almost all the WALHs and lack of professional qualifications were the major causes behind the low level of employment in ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ and ‘Government/semi Government service’, respectively.

The data also reveal that in Jalandhar district, the withdrawn labour households that belonged to places nearby the city, most of them (28.57 per cent) were found to be involved in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ followed by ‘industrial sector’ (25.71 per cent) category of employment, whereas, the percentage of those who were found involved in ‘Government/semi Government service’, ‘others’ and ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ categories came to be 20.00 per cent, 14.28 per cent and 11.42 per cent, respectively. On the other hand, in case of places located away from the city, this percentage accounted for as high as 30.55 per cent for ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ followed by 25.00 per cent each in ‘industrial sector’ and ‘others’ categories of employment. While the percentage of withdrawn labour households who joined ‘Government/semi Government service’ and ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ categories of employment turned out to be 13.88 per cent and 5.55 per cent, respectively.

In both the cases, i.e., places located nearby and away from the city in this district, ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ and ‘industrial sector’ categories provided more employment.
While ‘Government/semi Government service’ category remained higher in context of providing more employment to WALHs at places located nearby as compared to places located remotely from the city. The main reason behind this observed to be the higher literacy rate in nearby villages relative to the away located villages from the city. While the labour households living at places away from the city were found to be involved more in ‘others’ category of employment as compared to the places near the city but it was reverse in the case of ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ category. Being relatively aware of education, the labour households of nearby places might have taken training related to new ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ and had been successful in taking some financial help from formal and informal sources of credit in addition to using their own past savings. The reasons behind more labour households found to be in ‘others’ category of employment at places located away from the city were unavailability or low availability of jobs in other categories of employment and/or not having skills to get into other occupations requiring more skills. Similarly, in case of less engagement of withdrawn labour in ‘others’ category at places located nearby the city, in this district, remained relatively more chances to get in all other categories of employment.

Taking both the districts together, a higher percentage of WALHs belonging to places located near the city, were found to be employed in ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ (32.07 per cent), whereas, in case of places located remotely from the city, this percentage also remained higher at 30.55 per cent. While the second major category of employment at places located nearby the city came to be the ‘industrial sector’ with 24.52 per cent and the same
category was joined by 22.38 per cent of the households at places located away from the city. On the other hand, the percentage share of WALHs that were found to have joined ‘others’ category of employment came to be 16.98 per cent in case of places located near the city whereas, it was found to be 28.35 per cent in case of away located places from the city. The WALHs that were found to be working in ‘Government/semi Government service’ category of employment accounted for 15.09 per cent at places located nearby the city as compared to the WALHs of places located far off from the city, where it came to be 10.44 per cent.

Overall, it is revealed from the data (Table & Chart-1.2) that ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ in both the cases were prone to be adopted by the maximum number of withdrawn workers. Apart from it, around one fourth of the total workers were found to be employed in ‘industrial sector’ category of employment at places located near the city. As major industry in Bathinda and Jalandhar districts was mainly concentrated only in or around these cities, which provided opportunities of employment to the WALHs. Though a good proportion of workers (around one fifth) were also found engaged in industrial sector at places located away from the city but these households were found to be working mostly in small/medium units of production, like kilns, rice shellers, flour mills, etc. The higher proportion of workers in ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ category at places located nearby as compared to the places located away from the city was due to relatively higher literacy rate of workers residing nearby cities. In addition the proximity of a village to the city benefited them in getting exposure and training in new occupations under this category. They
also got relatively better knowledge to get credit from formal sources of credit. Similarly, relatively a higher proportion of labourers in ‘Government/semi Government services’ at places located nearby the city was due to a higher literacy rate of the withdrawn workers at these places than those residing as located remotely from the city. Moreover, most of them were belonging to SCs viz. Mazhabi & Valmiki (M & V) and Ramdasia & Others (R & O) and Government offered them a reserved quota (Article 14 read with Article 16 of the Indian Constitution) in Government and semi Government recruitment schemes. The category of employment, i.e., ‘others’ has been adopted by less number of labour households in nearby places as compared to the far off places from the city. Reasons behind it, firstly, the wages were found to be relatively low in this category as compared to most of the other categories of employment. Secondly, the labour households might have found employment opportunities in other categories of employment as they were easily available at places located nearby the city. Thirdly, due to weak financial status of withdrawn labour households, their illiteracy, lack of awareness as well as scarce collateral assets and lack of decision making power pushed them only towards ‘others’ category of employment at places located away from the city.

The main conclusions that emerge from this chapter are as under:

The tilt of most of the WALHs (nearly 56.00 per cent) towards the categories of employment, i.e., ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ (32.14 per cent) and ‘others’ (23.41 per cent) in both the districts taken together implies the increasing casualisation of labour employment in the new occupations as compared to the old
one. In the new occupations, either they found higher earnings or sometimes the same wage rate. They also reported working in non-agricultural occupations even at lower wages earned than in previous occupation in the peak seasons of agriculture.

There was dearth of setting up of cottage and small-scale industry in both the districts. A small proportion of total withdrawn workers (8.73 per cent on the whole) who were having their own pieces of land or some other assets along with some sort of entrepreneurial skills, were only able to start with ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ in both the districts. Besides, the weak economic status of almost all the WALHs and lack of professional qualifications were major causes of low level of employment in ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ and ‘Government/semi Government service’, respectively. Though, Jalandhar district provided better employment opportunities in ‘industrial sector’ than Bathinda district. As many as 53.94 per cent of the total sampled WALHs from Bathinda district were found to be illiterate and even out of literates not a single labourer was professionally qualified for any field. Moreover, 36.50 per cent of the total sampled withdrawn workers were illiterate in both the districts taken collectively, due to which they could not get better wage earning jobs.

Regarding structure of employment at places located nearby and away from city, results reveal that ‘independent occupations started without financial help’ in both the cases (places located nearby and away from city) were prone to be adopted by maximum number of withdrawn workers but nearby cities and market areas served as a better stimulant. Apart from it, around one fourth of the total workers were found to be employed in ‘industrial sector’ category of
employment at places located nearby the city as major industry in Bathinda and Jalandhar districts was mainly concentrated only in or around these cities, which provided opportunities of employment to the WALHs. Though a good proportion of workers (around one fifth) was also found engaged in industrial sector at places located away from the city also but these households were found working mostly in small/medium units of production, like kilns, rice shellers, flour mills, etc.

The higher proportion of workers in ‘independent occupations started taking financial help’ in nearby places as compared to the places located away from the city came due to relatively a higher literacy rate of workers (located nearby the city), availability of opportunity of exposure and training in new occupations in this category and relatively better knowledge about credit from formal sources, etc. Similarly, relatively a higher proportion of labourers in ‘Government/semi Government services’ at places located nearby the city may be due to comparatively a higher literacy rate of the withdrawn workers in these places. Further, most of them were belonging to SC (M & V)/SC (R & O), and Government offered them a reserved quota in Government and semi Government recruitment schemes. The category of employment, i.e., ‘others’ has been adopted by lesser number of labour households in nearby places as compared to the far off places from the city. The reasons behind it were, firstly, the wages were found to be relatively lower in this category as compared to most of the other categories of employment. Secondly, the labour households found employment opportunities in other categories of employment as they were easily available at places located nearby the city. Thirdly, due to the weak financial status of
withdrawn labour households, their illiteracy, lack of awareness as well as scarce collateral assets and lack of decision making power had pushed them towards ‘others’ category of employment at places located away from the city.
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